
Happy Drawlidays from ImageThink!
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Drawn Together - For a Winter Celebration

Draw your team together with a fresh 
spin on the year-end festive celebration.

Part social hour, part creativity game, 
gather with friends and colleagues to 
celebrate the end of 2020 with a fun 
alternative to the virtual cocktail hour.

Our current era of physical distancing has 
thrown a wrench in our holiday party 
planning, but don’t let COVID-19 stop 
your team from celebrating together. 

With ImageThink’s Happy Holidraws
Package, we can host the full virtual 
session, or collaborate a portion of your 
remote event.

Click above to watch a sizzle reel of the ImageThink team hosting a Holidraws session.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0e1j-Uy8zY&feature=youtu.be


Feeling Festive? Ways to Spread Cheer

• Customized GIF email invite

• 60-90 mins Facilitated holiday creativity 
exercises 

• ImageThink team facilitators

• AV and technical support and hosting

• Groups of 4-200

Holidraws Package :

• Visual Bio

• Sizzle Real 

• Custom Zoom Backgrounds

• Company Listening Mural

• Corporate Visual Timeline

Stocking Stuffers:



The Right Partner for All Seasons…
ImageThinking works. It’s the way we’ve helped top companies succeed over the last decade—and how we grew 
ImageThink from the back-of-a-napkin sketch, to a multimillion-dollar business. 

Today we’re a globally renowned firm based in New York City that works with the world’s most influential companies, on up-
to-the-minute challenges, topics, and trends. 

We’re excited to share our cutting-edge techniques and expertise with clients seeking creativity and innovation—and our 
proud to know our impact is featured in the likes of The Wall Street Journal, Forbes, INC, Entrepreneur and on The Today 
Show. 

“...blew everyone away. Our meeting was a huge success because of ImageThink’s contributions.”

-J. Goldman, VP Strategy, Klick



Get in Touch to plan your upcoming holiday season!

Ready to start decking the halls?

Let’s connect this week – virtually, of course!

Our flexible team can support any time 

zone, platform, or continent. 

1.347.735.9620

INFO@IMAGETHINK.NET

Nora Herting
Founder, CEO


